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goods for such indigenous products as they needed, and on
their journeys between such bartering-places they were pro-
tected by the strictest of tabus upheld by the native chiefs,
headmen, priests, or elders. The tabu still exists in Poly-
nesia. The word itself is Polynesian, but in the days of the
ancient Great Route the principle was of world-wide
observance.
In consequence you had running all across the Old World
the age called Golden, since all the desirable things of the
life of that day were tabu. Thus there was neither occasion
nor necessity for theft, murder for possession, chicanery,
or any of the legalized crime by which to-day we possess
ourselves of the goods, gear, and specie of our neighbours.
The Sacred Merchants were at once civilizers, gift bringers,
educators, and the trainers of priesthoods. How this all
worked out you will read in the records of my meditations
on the disappearance of the Merchants. ... At odd
places like Flemington, N.J., Paoli, Pa., Madeira, Monte
Carlo, and elsewhere on the original route and its oval
prolongation we shall suddenly sit down and think. Now and
then we shall go outside the Route itself to places like Geneva
or New York so as to get it better into perspective.
What is certain is that our civilization—I am not talking
of our ability to evolve and make others work machines—
our civilization was born on the Great Route and, in so far
as our civilization has beauties and virtues, it derives them
from the Merchants and their pupils. You can put it in
that in so far as we are civilized beings—beings fitted to
live the one beside the other without friction—it is because
of the workings in our minds of that Chinese-Greek-Latin
civilization's Mediterranean leaven. Where we Nordics
are predatory, bloodthirsty, blind, reckless, and apt to go
berserker, it is because we have in our veins the blood of
peoples that, after or towards the end of the Age of the
Sacred Merchants, were born, multiplied, and overpeopled
the forests and heaths to the North of the Great Route.
To get working ideas of things in the mind it is necessary
to imagine a sort of pattern or map of things ascertained.
From that we may make mental excursions in hypotheses

